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THE PROBLEM Off OUTLINING- A GENERAL APPROACH TO THE STUDY.

The idea of starting up a test room with male operators is
probably as old as is this kind of experimental work at Hawthorne.
There has never been any doubt about the desirableness of such a
study, but there has been a difference in the reasonsadvanced for
undertaking i t . These reasons have varied from time to time along
with changes in the point of view of the people interested in this
research. I t is not necessary to go into a detailed account of
what the changes in point of view were, or how they came about. To
do so would be to record the major development*in our whole research
program. The point I wish t o make here is that the method by which
we approach this new study group is not concocted out of thin air,
nor is i t something hastily devised as an excuse for undertaking
something new; rather i t represents the fruition and crystallization
of a great deal of work and thought upon these problems. In our
thinking about this problem, we were guided a l l the way through by
the rule that whatever we did must be organically related to our
past experience. I t must be so planned as to yield the -greatest
possible number of significant findings. For the most part the test
of the significance of a finding is whether ocaot i t enables us to
verify former conclusions, answer questions tt««e in previous work,
or to reorganize our thinking in such a way that we can ask more
intelligent questions. I t is Imperative therefore, that the.reader,
if he is to adequately comprehend our decisions upon the 'ultfJvjfferiQUS
problems arising in setting up and conducting a study of thiskind*
be thoroughly well acquainted with our point of view.
,

What this point of view i s , I have attempted to state in a
previous memorandum dated July 10, a copy of which is attached as an
appendix to this report. Itabould be mentioned that this memorandum
was discussed point by point in a conference of the people in eibarge
of this work. There were several points upon which differences of
opinion were expressed, but these differences pertained to relatively
minor matters. Everyone was substantially in accord with the main
ideas therein expressed. The reader is referred to appendix I for
further information upon this general topic of method of approach.
We turn now to a detailed account of the problems encountered in
establishing Hottest room, and how they were met.
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ix.

"SBEECCTQ A SUITABLE, JOB

An extensive survey was made in the early part of 1951 to
find a job best suited to study purposes. When this survey was
completedj i t was decided to delect the test room group from the
bank wiremen in Department 6347. A copy of the report submitted
by the investigator is included in appendix 2, This report outlines
the reason for selecting this particular group and contains a some
what detailed account of the way the operators work. Soon after the
investigation was completed the department began laying off employees
so that the l i s t of operators selected for the study had to be revised
several times.
III,.

OBTAINING- COOPERATION OF THE DEPARTMENT

Having chosen what seemed to be the best job for our purposes j
the next step was that of inducing the department to allow us to go
ahead with the studies. Two methods of doing this suggested themselves*
The f i r s t method, and that most commonly resorted to by other people
in the plant,was that of explaining the situation to Mr. Pennock
and getting his approval to go ahead j and then have him notify the
proper people of oiki intensions and ask them to cooperate with us.
This, the easiest method, would have gotten results almost immediately,
but i t did not appeal to us for several reasons. In the first place
the department would feel that i t was being coerced into cooperating
with us and would never offer us any real cooperation. In the second
place we f e l t that by going over certain peoples* head they would
resent our high handed methods and look about for a means of getting
even. An alternative method was therefore followed.
First, a rather detailed account of what we intended to do
was written to the general foreman, and in i t he was invited to
question us further i f he wished^ and to feel free in offering any
suggestions. For the reader*s information a copy of this letter is
included in Appendix 3, This letter was written before we had come
to an agreement upon several questions pertaining to method^, and it
reflects that earlier point of view.
Some four weeks elapsed before we heard from the general
foreman, and parhaps we would not have heard from him then i f he had
not been called . He replied that he would l i k e to have an oppor
tunity to talk over some questions he had in mind. A conference was
arranged, and among other things, he made the following suggestions:
1.
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2.

That the group be sunbjeet to the same conditions
which attend changes in the work schedules of the
department.

3,

That supervisory pressure be exerted i f necessary.

4.

That the difficulty involved in substituting for an
absent operator make*that practice impracticable.

The general foreman f e l t that the test room operators should be kept
working under -the same conditions that they are normally obliged to
work under, and that they not be given any special favors. Inasmuch
as this view did not in any way conflict with that which we ourselves
had formulated by this time, we had no difficulty in getting the de
sired cooperation.
The interesting thing in a l l of these transactions and that
which makes i t worth while recording, is the general mistrust which
we encounter<»4at almost every point. Back of the supervisors demand
that we keep the test room operators under the same conditions as the
other workmen in the department was the fear that his methods would
be $h*own up. There was the feeling that we intended to go into the
department for the express purpose of boosting production, and that
in gaining this one objective we would indulge in many practices
which are not capable of extensive application. The common feeling
among supervisors talked to was that this is precisely what has been
done in the relay assembly test room. They f e l t that those g i r l s
had been given special inducements in the form of a special gang rate,
aad that ordinary production difficulties had been cta>te*fully
eliminated, and that the operators had been petted and babied along
from the start. "Of course," they said, "anybody could get produc
tion that way, only we can't get away with things like that."
While engaged in this rather long drawn out process of gaining
the confidence and cooperation of the supervisor in charge, we took
every precaution t o keep this knowledge from the f i r s t line super
visors and the operators. We felt that the departmental situation
would change immediately i f the supervisor and operator f e l t that
any special investigation was to be undertaken. The foreman and the
general foreman agreed to keep this information to themselves until
such time as we might specify. We f e l t that i t would be best t o t e l l
the operators nothing about i t until we were -gSfcready to move them
into the test room.
IV.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE TEST BOOli AMP INSTALLATION OF EQUIPMENT,

I t was decided to build the test room in the north east
corner of building 25-3. This location is the length of one build
ing removed from the departmental location - far enough so that the
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group is segregated from the department, yet not too far for con
venience of the supervisors and truckers. A temporary structure
was built, enclosing a space approximately forty feet long and
twenty feet wide. In order to avoid the necessity of installing
costly ventilating equipment, the walls were not extended to the
ceiling, but were l e f t with abou* four feet of space at the top.
This room was then equipped with standard work benches which were
taken right out of the department. So many people had been laid
off in the department that these benches could be spared without
any inconvenience. The men who were working.on them were simply
shifted over to vacant benches, and they continued working as
before. Every effort was made t o keep the equipment the same as
that the men used in the regular department. Only two changes were
made in the equipment, neither of which are very important. One
was covering the benches with as}fcestos in conformity with standard
requirements, and the other consisted of taking the foot-rests off
the benches. The latter is a greater change than we had at f i r s t
anticipated, because the men have remarked about it a great deal.
The room was originally equipped with six benches, and later on a
half of another bench was added. This allowed space for trucks
and for an observer*s desk.
Soon after the room was completed, we observed that the
lighting was not as good in the test room as in the department.
Accordingly the light was measured in the two rooms and steps were
taken to adjust the test room illumination so that i t would be
equal to that of the department. This necessitated the addition
of several more lights than standard equipment called for and a
change in the type of reflectors used.
V.
*

hOt PERIOD STUDY.

Shortly after having obtained permission to go ahead with
the study and before plans had been made for construction of the
test room, a preliminary investigation into the departmental
situation was started. As stated in the memorandum contained in
Appendix 1, our ttate period analysis was to be related to the
entire departmental Situation, rather than to one part of i t , for
example; the workman's efficiency. We thought i t would be desir
able to obtain a rather clear understanding of a l l the important
factors in the departmental situation. This included not only a
knowledge of the technical factors of the situation, but some
i n ^ i ^ t i n t o the social and personal factors as well.
The method of obtaining this information was by inter
viewing the employees in the department, and by observing everything
that went on as closely as possible. Great care was taken to
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prevent know ledge of the contemplated study from being given to
the supervisors or the wiremen. I t was fairly easy to interview M>
ttSB-«»B.
because the employees were already familiar with interview
ing procedure. The explanation given by the interviewer was some
thing like this:
tt

I am interested in making a study of how =-company policies
and practices actually work out. We have reason to believe that
some things do not work out the way they are intended. In making
this study I am proceeding on the assumption that you people are
the only people who can t e l l us what the situation actually i s . "
This explanation, with modification* to suit the individual case,
was a l l that was required to obtain from the employees a rather
complete and honest exposition of their views. The interviews
were Written up in trerbatim form and w i l l be later analyzed for
an understanding of the personal, social, and technical factors
in the departmental situation.
Production Records

•

The daily output figuresfor everyone in the connector
and selector group were obtained from the latter part of June
up until the time the men were removed to the test room, a
period of eighteen weeks. In addition to these weekly output
records, the department has per centage of efficiency records
which of course are^lpon output and are directly proportionate
to itjfor at least two years past. The departmental records
are falsified somewhat by proceeding on the assumption that
the rate*on the various jobs in the department really express
the differences in the jobs, for example, the department con
siders an individual's output on wiring banks to be the 3ame
as his output on soldering banks. They do not consider the
fact that the operator might be better on one than on the other,
or there may be some intrinsic difference in the task which
makes one easier than the other. For a l l practical purposes,
of course, these records are sufficiently accurate.
Upon analysis, some of these production records prove
to be quite interesting. For one thing i t was noted that the
production for practically every individual studied varied
but very l i t t l e over that period of time. In the interviews
the fact came out that employees turned in a given amount of
work each day, whether i t conformed with their actual production
or not. They did this by saving up a few connections and turning
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them in on days when their efficiency was lower than the figure they
were accustomed to. We found, therefore, that these output records
did not give a true picture of the individual's daily fluctuation in
production. Over a weekly period, however, they seemed to be more
accurate, because we thought that over a period of a week the operators
would turn in just about a l l they had actually produced. In the
charts that are being made up from these records We are using an
average weekly hourly output figure to show changes in the individual's
production fraa time to time and to express differences between indivi
duals efficiency.
One of the most important criteria*, in selecting the job
for this study was its meftsurability. We thought it most essential
to get a job upon which the production could he recorded accurately
and continuously. I t was thought that a production recording
mechanism could be designed which would measure the amount of time
it took to wire each level of equipment, and up until this time there
seeiMkjto be no difficulties in the way of perfecting this device.
Just before the men were notified that they were going into the test
room, however* a man was placed in the department to make more accurate
observations of the work habits of the individuals than had hitherto
been made. The reader should remember that throughout this base period
study every precaution haef been made to keep the working situation as
nearly normal as possible. We f e l t that the mere knowledge that they
were going to be made the subjects of a special study would alter the
individual's work habits. In fact we have some proof of this.
Professor Anderson had made a fatigue study of this group sometime
earlier in the year, and the stop watch record which he took clearly
indicated that there had been some alteration in daily output. In
nearly a l l cases the output had decreased. This is what normally
happens when anything smacking of a time study is undertaken. A
copy of this fatigue study is included in appendix tf.
T

In order to minimize the worker s apprehension} the weSfeej*
did not stand over them with a stop watch. Instead he sat at a desk
from which he could watch a l l of the men who were to be placed in
the test room and took such findings as he c ould with an ordinary
watch. With his timing the observer feels that he can give us a
^nfelugfeltfy accurate picture of each individual's work eurve through
out each day in the week. This is precisely what we wanted to get
because we had a strong feeling ^on the basis of the interviews that
had been taken ^that any increase in efficiency would take the form
of a decrease in the amount of personal and incidental time out.

t
The observer thought that to put in a recording mechanism
similar t o that designed for this job would be to alter the indi
vidual's work habits radically. I t was impossible, therefore, to
think of doing such a thing unless we regarded i t as a major change.
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Rather than do this, we decided tp take what record»we could get
without in any way interfering with the normal work habits of the
individuals. In the test room, therefore, we are taking morning
and afternoon production. This w i l l give us an average hourly out
put figure for the morning and afternoon of each day in the -week.
From time to time, say every two months or thereabouts, we plan to
take stop watch readings for a week. This w i l l give us a periodical
check on the daily individual work curve. Now that the men are in
the test room we have an additional record which may be of some
value. I t is a quality record which shows the number and kind of
defects made by each wireman on each equipment* The records are
taken so as to show the number of defects occurring on the f i r s t
three levels wired in the morning, the last three wired in the
morning, and the intervening levels wired. The record shows the
same thing for the afternoon, thus giving the approximate time at
which the defects occur. An analysis of this chart should prove
interesting. About the only figure that we can use in comparison
with the base period figure is a weekly average hourly output figure.
71.

METHOD OF SELECTING TEST ROOM .OPERATORS.

We had f i r s t planned to have only six wiremen in the test room,
but later decided t o put in nine because the room would accommodate that
many. We had to have some multiple of three, because that constitutes
a unit. There is one solderman for every three wiremen. We have then
in the test room nine wireman, three soldermen, and two inspectors, a
total of fourteen people. Of these we have production records only on
the wiremen. On the soldermen and inspectors we have quality records.
Of course we have a quantity record for the soldermen too^^nasmuch as
his output is directly limited to that of the wiremen for whom he works,
i t is not particularly significant. I t would become significant in case
the wiremen were held up because of his slowness. The solderman's out
put record, however, can always be derived from our basic data.
While we were s t i l l planning on taking s i x wiremen, a selection
of names was made. The method used was that of placing the names of
each wireman in the connector and selector group in a hat and haying a
clerk draw out six at random. We thought this method would obviate any
criticism. As time went on, however, mosl of these people were laid
off and i t became necessary to make a new selection. Rather than
repeat the former process and find that they too were laid off, we had
the foreman make up a l i s t of the people whom he thought would outlast
the layoff, and from this group we thought we would select the test
room subjects. This method did not seem very satisfactory, because we
could be criticized for being selective. We therefore decided to take
everybody working on the connector wiring job, that i s , we were going
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to move the entire job into the test room. At the time there were six
men wiring the connectors. A l l of these were taken in as test room
subjects, and we allowed the department to select three other selector
wiremen to complete our quota. At least one of the three selector
wiremen chosen by the department is considered by them a problem case.
The department chief wanted us to tak© him into the test room to see
if we could find out what was wrong. We consented to do so on the basis
that i t would be an interesting study. In any ease we could not be
criticized for such a selection because our interest as we have said
time .and time again is not in boosting production, but in explaining
individual** changes in production.
VII,

INFORMING THE GROUP OF THEIR SELECTION FOR TEE. STUDY.

We decided that the operators would not be asked whether they
wanted to take part in the study or not. We decided that the best
thing to do would be to have the foreman merely t e l l them that they
were going to report for work in the test room on such and such a date,
and that one of us would explain to them then the purpose of the study.
We wished particularly not to give them any undue recognition or to
make them feel in any way that they were t o be given special privileges.
On the Friday preceding the Monday on which they reported to work in
the test room, therefore, the foreman told them that they were to work
in the test room. Mr. Wright told them very generally the purpose of
the study. This explanation was given to the men in the test room to
which they were taken just prior to the talk. They were given an oppor
tunity to ask any questions they might wish to raise. A copy of the
talk given by Mr. Wright is attached in Appendix £•
This was written up by the observer who was present, and while
not verbatim, yet i t presents the main facts faithfully.
This takes us up to the date upon which the men entered the
test room. They reported to work as they were supposed to and things
went along without much difficulty. There was a great deal of com
plaining about the light and the ventillation, as well as general
bickering. The report on these things, however, properly belong*in
the period following the beginning of the test room and w i l l not be
commented upon here.
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MR, H. A, WRIGHT - 6088-1:

Subject: A Preliminary Consideration of
the Problems Confronted in llstablishing the Study Group of Connector
Bank Wiremen - Itepartment 65547.

%.

The purpose of this memorandum is to outline the objectives,
method of procedure, and organization of the contemplated study.
Some of the more technical problems connected with, measurement of
production and mechanics of output are omitted. It is believed
that the problems herein discussed should be stated as accurately
as possible at this time so that any differences of opinion can be
thrashed out before the study is actually begun. Only in this way
can we avoid the confusion resulting from divergent points of view
and achieve the unity of purpose which a group research necessitates,
1*

Reasons for Establishing a New Study Group*

A number of reasons for beginning a new study can be
stated, any one of which might afford sufficient justification,
for the expense and trouble of making the inquiry. This for no
other reason than that our past experience indicates that regard
less of the original objectives, the research itself, if properly
conducted, will yield knowledge and unsuspected by-products of
practical or theoretical value. The investigators must have a
fairly well defined method, however, and that in itself implies
some sort of a general objective. It is well to make this ex
plicit.
1

There are two significant reasons for undertaking a new
study at this time, A third reason - the need to study men in
addition to women - is the one commonly given. It will be dis
cussed first.
1*1 It is argued that all our experimental work has been
conducted with female operators and that our findings may
not apply to male operators. Inasmuch as the rate* of
male to female operators in the Manufacturing Departments
is 2,5 to 1, such knowledge should be of value to the
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Company. I t is further suggested that the motivating
forces may be different for the sexes. They may require
different kinds of supervision, rest pauses, etc.
There may or may not be sufficient evidence for
such questions. The test-room findings concerning men
tal attitude, fatigue, work curves, and supervision
seem to be applicable to both sexes alike. Barring
physiological sex differences, there is no more
difference between the situations of men and women
than between those of men and men or women and women.
In view of the fact that nothing very definite i s
known about these things and that there are current
and widespread prejudices and practices based upon an
assumed physiological and psychological difference tn
the sexes, i t does seem advisable to obtain more exact
knowledge in this area.
1.2 The primary reason for this study might be stated
as the need of obtaining more complete knowledge about
what took place in the Relay Assembly experimental
group. More exactly, we need to ascertain the precise
relationship between employee attitudes and their
effectiveness. The conclusion that there is a direct
relationship between them is the most significant one
arrived at in these studies and the one most in need
of additional verification.
1.3 A third reason for selecting a new group is that
study methods can be revised with less probability of
their being f a l s i f i e d by the test subjects. I t is
probable that people who have been experimented with
over a period of years might not react to an innovation
with the spontaneity of the average person, A further
reason is that the inauguration of a method, to be dis
cussed Later, designed tp take a l l facts Into considera
tion, should take place at the start of the study,
otherwise the investigation w i l l always have to speculate
upon what has transpired before. This point w i l l be
further clarified in the following discussion of method.
2#

A Discussion of Method,

I t may be, as Professor Meriam contends, that our approach
to the new study group differs from that employed In the Relay
Assembly group not as much in method as in point of view, I be
l i e v e , however, that the point of view from which one looks at
and interprets his facts is more significant than the mere method
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of obtaining them. The former indicates the gaps in one'sfcnow->*'
ledge and points to revision of methods, Feeling that there is
a fundamental difference in our approach to this hew study as
compared with studies in progress, I shall attempt, by noting
their similarities and differences, to make this distinction clear.
2.1 Similarities.

2.2

2.11

The research i s continuous.

2.12

Production is looked upon as a function of
each individual's total situation, and i s ,
therefore, the most important single record
to be kept.

2.13

There is an observer whose function is that
of recording significant happenings and
jotting down employees* comments from time
to time. (There w i l l be some alteration of
this function in the newer study which w i l l
be stated l a t e r . )

2.14

Employees are given periodic health examina
tions •

2.15

Other records - health, attendance, quality
of work, etc, - the same*

Differences.
2.21

The essential feature of the method followed
in the Relay Assembly group is that of in
troducing major changes and attempting to
compare the results in terms of production,
health, and mental attitude.
In the Connector Wireman group, major changes
w i l l not be introduced. The only significant
changes w i l l be (1) introducing a mechanical
recorder of production, and (2) segregation in
a test room.

2.23
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Emphasis in the Relay Assembly group was placed
upon technological changes - pay incentive,
hours of work, and rest pauses. Personal and
social changes were not considered significant
until their importance emerged from the study.
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In the Connector Wiremen group, attention w i l l
he directed chiefly toward social and individual
changes. Changes in technological factors .will
follow changes in the department from which the
group comes. I f these changes are so varied
that they tend to upset the records they .will
he rigidly controlled and kept constant.
By technological changes is meant such things
as changes in equipment, hours of work, rest
pauses, illumination, temperature, and work
habits.
By social changes we mean changes in the r e 
lationships among the operators and supervisory
relationships. The formation of group antag
onisms and solidarities f a l l in this category.
By individual change is meant, primarily,
change in mental attitude. I t encompasses any
change in the individual brought about by ex
perience, education, or external circumstances*
2,23 The Relay Assembly group was placed in an
a r t i f i c i a l situation. Factors which con
tributed to this a r t i f i c i a l i t y are l i s t e d by
MP. Chipman as:
2,23 1 Supervision - kind and amount.
2,23 2 Earnings - small gang incentive.
2,23 3 Working environment - being in enclosure
away from distraction. Having a certain
pride in upkeep of own working space.
2.25 4 Assurance of security of job.
2,23 5 Rest periods.
2.23 6 Attention shown the group - by executives
of Company and distinguished v i s i t o r s .
By test conductors in attempting to
promote the most favorable working
atmosphere.
2*23 7 Uninterrupted flow of work.
2,23 8 Stimulus of efficient gang leader.
2,23 9 Association - continuous association
with familiar operators and test directors.
2,23 10 Small number of changes in type - con
tinuous assembly of f l a t type (E and H ) .
Small number of layout changes.
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The Connector Wiremen group will remain in a suituation as
nearly like their regular department as possible. Ideally, this
group might be looked upon as a sector of the regular department
which has been segregated to facilitate observation and study.
The only variables will be the two already stated. { ! ) Continuous
record of output (2) segregation in an enclosure, and the know
ledge that they have been selected for study. The first two can
be rather objectively controlled by (1) a control group in the
regular department, and (2) by introducing the changes separately
and allowing sufficient time for them to work out. The third can
be ascertained by finding out what it means to the operators by
interviewing them*
t

j;
C

' -

\[
I;
|.
ll
j;
1

Supervision will remain the same as in the department.
Operators will report to their regular gang boss and he will be
allowed to say what he likes to them. The supervisor may not
act as he normally does because of his awareness of the situation, but the supervisory-employee relationship is too important
to be omitted, even if it is somewhat altered. With the super
visory relationship we will really have a miniature department •
Our understanding of this relationship will come by (1) interviewing the supervisor periodically, (2) noting everything he
says and does while in the tes.t room, and (3) by interviewing
a l l employees who report to him.- both in and out of the work ro
••• •

I '

t
\\

-

-

•

The operators selected for study will share in the
regular gang earnings • This avoids the difficulties attendant upon ^
making a special gang rate and also permits the use of the regular <>
supervisor who is paid out of the gang earnings. A small gang
_ ^,vV
cannot pay for a supervisor.
,
J^'rV <

i
l|

r

Tne factor of recognition will be controlled by keeping
\,<* "\~h %
visitors and higher officials out of the work room. Precautionary 'JU** < :|
measures will also be taken to prevent any undue security.
', j " 1^'"
r

2,24

tf
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The research functions in the Connector Wiremen group are two - observing and interviewing.

: ''

" -*

^ t

The observer w i l l be stationed in the room
with the operators. It w i l l be his function
to record conversation of the employees which
seems to be significant, observe evidences of
antagonism or solidarity which are directly
or indirectly expressed, note individual
peculiarities, and keep an accurate record
of daily events. Some of his time might be
spent in compiling records, but it is quite
probable that the functions enumerated will
occupy ten time. I t might be well at this
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"to emphasize the necessity of getting a
, trained man for this position. The importance
of his task becomes clear when we recognize
that the things he regards as significant must
in fact be significant. It is impossible for
a person to record everything that transpires
in a group of this size -» he must be selective.
It is here that the observer's skill comes in.
An ideal observer is not one who can make a
talking picture of a situation* but rather one
who can select the significant things in the
situation and tell what they mean*
Whereas the observer will obtain the manifest
content of the operators' thoughts and actions,
the interviewer will look for their latent
content. It is, therefore, essential that
the Interviewer^ be formalized, i . e . , they
should be held by appointment in a suitable
location. The interviewer should try to keep
himself in the position of an outsider.to the
people in the study group, otherwise the interview
is likely to degenerate into a series of casual
meetings. It will behoove him, therefore, to
keep away from ths group as much as possible.
Because of the nature of his work the interviewer
should be furnished with a l l the significant data
pertaining to each individual. Both the ob«*
server and the interviewer must try not to in
fluence the group in any way. This is particularly
true of the interviewer who is in a position to
influence the attitudes of the group. His function
is that of understanding and describing - not
that of curing or changing,
3,

f^

Objectives of the Study,

The objectives of the Connector Wiremen study group are
implied in the foregoing discussion. It aims to describe minutely
all of the social, individual, and technical factors in a miniature
department. Emphasis is placed upon understanding and describing
the individual and social changes which occur naturally in the
group To this end technical changes are omitted as much as possible,
We do not wish to imply that technological factors are not important
nor of major significance. We do believe that these other areas
have been quite overlooked, and that they are more in need of ex
ploration and analysis than such things as rest pauses, hours of
work, and work equipment. Emphasis is placed upon describing the
situation and tracing the relationships among its elements instead
of establishing a causal relationship between an artificially ime
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posed event and i t s consequences. We are interested in production
only insofar as i t can t e l l us something about the individual's
adjustment to his environment. I t is as important to know what
makes individual effectiveness decrease as what makes i t increase.
The question has been raised as to whether we ever intend
to make any major changes in the group situation and. attempt to
measure the effect. This is an open question, but I believe i t
can only be answered after the study has progressed for some time.
In any event, our f i r s t goal should be the one described - that
of understanding and describing the situation and the changes which
normally develop in i t . When this f i r s t step is completed there
will be time enough to consider changes. I t is my belief that
these w i l l be sufficient natural changes to keep us occupied.
These developments w i l l be typical of those which constantly occur
in the plant and it Is believed that a knowledge of these is more
important than a knowledge of things which normally are not
present.
4.

Other problems,
4.1

Base Period.
Ordinarily, In experimental work, the ideal base
period is a continuous record of production over
a period of months, taken without the operators
knowing i t in case their production is not mechanically
recorded, or without them knowing they have been
selected for study, in case i t i s ordinarily recorded.
In this particular study a thorough-going understanding
of the factors present in the regular departmental
setting would constitute an ideal base period. Pro
duction i s a significant factor in the situation
which must be recorded. The regular department records J
over a period of months should be obtained f i r s t .
Then a mechanical recorded should be introduced and
no other change should take place until the ob
servers are agreed that the effects of t h i s change
have fully worked themselves out. The length of
time necessary for this will constitute the base
for future production records.
;

Before any change i s made, however, the interviewer
should obtain as complete a picture as possible of
the forces which are operative. This analysis,
followed by an accurate record of production, should
constitute an adequate base period.
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Control group*
A control group might add something to the study,
but i t is believed that its contributions would be
more than offset by the cost and inconvenience
incident thereto.

4.3

Records to be kept.
4.31 Production - in time intervals' •
4.32 Quality of work number and distribution
of errors per day.
4.33 Attendance - absences, lates^.* personal time
out, etc,
4.34 Accidents and injuries.
4.35 Health - medical exams, diet, sleep, pulse
product.
4.36 Temperature and humidity.
4.37 Observer's records.
4.38 Interviewer's records,

4.4

Selection of group.
The method of random choice obviates the criticism
of selecting fast workmen. This really makes l i t t l e
difference because i t has been made clear that our
major interest is not in boosting production.

4.5

Informing group of their selection.
Considerable thought must be given to this problem
because i t would be easy to give the operators a
false impression of the purpose of the study. Prob
ably i t would be best to explain the purpose of the
study very simply, t e l l them they w i l l receive no
special privileges, and that they w i l l be treated
the same as in the past. I t w i l l be the interviewer's
function to secure their cooperation in successive
interviews, More important than the explanation given
them w i l l be the impressions they derive from actual
experience in the study group** The investigators must
be extremely careful in their day to day contacts not
to give them misleading impressions.

-r
4 .

4.6 Upgrading,
This should he done by the regular department in the
normal manner.
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Transfer.
While i t is desirable to study the some operators
over a period of years we must not forget that they
are human beings looking forward to some kind of a
career. I t would seem advisable, therefore, not to
interfere in any way with the promotion or transfer
of any individual. There are scientific as well as
ethical reasons for this stand. Transfer and up
grading are normal functions. We should, be inter
ested in why and how they are made, the effect upon
the individual * and upon the group.

4#8 Discipline.
To be handled by supervisor
4»9 Mechanization.
Inasmuch as this Job is under development there are
l i k e l y to be fundamental changes in the way i t is
performed within a year or so. This should be
allowed to take i t s course. Knowledge of the human
, effect of mechanization would, in i t s e l f , justify
this study.
4«91

Anonymity.
The information obtained by the interviewer
and observer must be regarded by them as con-*
fidential. In publishing the material fictitious
names or numbers should be used. The operator*s
supervisor should never be given access to the
material,

W. J. DICKSON - 6088-1.
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'

.#i3,*.f*«** fas fcii^nttiag of our employee research

studies, the/mee^'-fa*; ettt%i:*g i&ft. resetions « f saea: as well as warns* ** teat

«^riMit*

#

due to the payaisa* and psycholo
;

gies! dlfftrenee* betweea the two as**** A13L of our *t#ia?oom '
* « k to date' &** beei* witE wanen.. Women

a rule aoneiierr a***

ployjnsat a tea^orary natter while jaost saen feel fhat it -is perma
nent or at least hope it la due ta< a wan* a usual poeitidn of
provider la the family*-' Suoh differences In attitude toward their
• work « t wall a* at&e*a produced by enftrofflaaat, euatons sad other
eondttienfag fsstars should have deeided affects on teat room results,
la view of theae diffetan«ea we etoould have neare isf ormatlan on
'mis. than women as the ratio of men to women in the laanufaetttring
Baparfeaeat la apyrwejaataiy '18*5 to 1*
la a .resalt of this aeed a search waa made fa* a suitsfele
group of w i with taa following Taqairemsmta l a alnd:
1* Output controlled ealy ay the operator and aot 'ay
m a fsotor beyond him eontrol as ay a moving belt
2.

l a aeeur&te a*esure of produstlos, with a large
xwaaeref aalte af -aoitperaaia value %m day.

V

o

3* A group eeasAla of being acred and Isolated in an
enclosed teat room.
4* Ho expensive equipment saeh as speelal exheuat systems,
apeaiel floors, eveaa, ate*
'5* Ko ssjor engineering afcaa$as, affeet lag the operator,
reeeotly esaqp&eted or ooatemplsted ia the aaar future*
6* JL lew laaar toiwrir*
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3* A ooMttmt flow of n»t*rlal w$tlt au?ficieiii ' achedulea S t f a t a r a to profit* *©rk ttir
• t&* operator* a*l*#te*y
'
$h*a* *a«uireaa*nt» psftgatat aarioua difficulty ia locating
but finally* a

of iaaa aaployed a t *iriag#*leetor 'bask

units in Bfpaartaaat 0549' *aa fouad to *B*>*t clQaaly meet our require3»ta$*v

$n* work or thin greuj? coaaiata of sonnaatiag * for&ad enbla

to the proper tamiiiala of n hank aaa then eennaetiag the taroiaala
on this beak to the pfcopar Semlnala on nine other banks. Th*r* are
two -layara of M c «
200

- M t t M f c *

itt a unit, o»* aoB»i;atiag # f type £££ tanks aith

a ^ ' t h e 2 i A

bank* which ha?* iOG taqodta&av
M

Th* attcafeed photograph and p M t a&ovi&g S*qu*no* of Oparetioaa*
•xplain the icfc in detail*

A atudy aae a*d* which ra suited i s at

taining the following information o» the above xaajuiYaawnts:
1« $&* *p**»t*R» in thi* «roap are tit* ofcly fa**©**
©spool* of liaitiag product lo*.
2.

gS># work in rapatiUve aut I t wa« found that a record
oJT produetion «ottia aot be Maintained oa a eonatent
aaaia as i* doa* at pra**nt in the Belay Aaeawbly feat
BooaW H*w*r«r, a reaord aan be naintwinad of the
length of tine x*auir*d to complat* a la**! af taminel*
waifh shoula provide a auitabi* zaaaaur* of production.

8.

A partiaa • * taia group een a* separated for taat TOO*
purpes*a from tha asia' groat a* aaafc »aa** walk ia
separata frws th* atb^ra. aad cona*qu*ntly «an ha
jeov»d aad ineolatad*

4.

aqalpataat required by this graap ia limited to the
aaaoh aad the traafcat* which aald tha r»eks on vhleh
the worker* perform their work. Xlaatriaal outlet*
for aalfteslag irons aad teat aata are neaaaaarjr, hut the
eoat of iastaliatios af thaa* itaaai ahoald not ha
prokiVltiv*.
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The aetfeod of doing this work has not changed for
over a year and no chcnges are expected in the near
future* 1H^|a|oaa 6463 and 6*54 which awe charge
of the developwent of this work inform us that no
ahengee will ie made for at least a yaer* ltowevar#
even if ehanges are ws.de, the teat room could be
continued. '
The labor^raover for the jaea of 9epart*as':at 6347 :ia
iifiidadly lea conpared to the i p a a t of the plant,
itor the year 1930, I t wee approximately 20^^. walla
for tfc« eatire plant, the turnover tar p i see
and. i^#*e:;y*i& 19389, 40#* The reason for the «*-«•
usually, low turnover of this departaant la probably
due to no employaea being laid off for the lack of

Te Aa aaa be expected, a number ef the operators in thia
group -are new to their work, aut j^arfaalfiif twelve
of them nave had alx a»ntna* experience or laager and
nave paised their learning period, She test room
personnel tan be selected from this group of twelve
whan the ease period has been datemlaad.

Taa need for s%ep*fcy~*tep' equipemt on which taa eoapieted
units irora this group are used ilka a ataaiy eeaand and
the schedule* shorn on the attached sheet show a rise
up to December. Should aehidule* drop after December,
eonneotor unit» which ere similar to selector units
^tt^ijr ^Mfc iisvtfe^!3^i'^(|^iw4%
Based on these scheenlea the present output of approslsMtaly
two units par day per ash, a teat roast gr up of six men dsn he kept
supplied with sufficient work awsa were they to increase production
as such as 50£* Twe eolderere and two inepectore will, be neoeaeery
to service the wireaeau The teat room group will than aonaist of
the following personnel!
6 Wlrstjsn reporting to #847
1 soleerere
«
* «HT
t Easpeetora *
* ee*L

U
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R
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•fa* two inspectors would act »# keptfeu*?**th inspection
work out their spar* Mm eould he utilized % maintain production
record*.
Group pleea work l a the amtbod of payment in practice in
ISepartiaent «H7 and eonaequenta.y the sea* heals should apply i a
the teat room,

The $£*** ,J3*te*. DiTialon here made a study and hay©

iaforaied w that tha rata par unit in the teat roc* will h e $5.47.
The aetual total earaiitge for f i » * weeke for the twelve wiressen and
four aoldar a n a -fjtom- whom the. teat, group will ha

a e i * e t « d waa

|S 0S£«72.'' Apply lag thia aaw rata a * a teat for thia same period
t

would result in their earnings
which is

a i $ * a

$2,oSg.S?

or 35a* l e e s an the new rats

enough for a l l requiremente. fhis rat* will ha

*djuet«d it necessary whew making the final a*4**tiom of si* wiremen
aad two ai ililai man i
Tha employ*** l a this group in general are youager than
the ether male es^ayee*. tareagaaut th* plant. . Their ages overage
21 years* Their aervtea averagee » year and a half.

All of them

sr* single and oaly one has dependent** Tha average adaaation is
l£ yeere of high echeol.
An **timet* of th* ©oat Involved in aattlag ap the teat
room far thia group isould inrolT* apprazimat*ly |6»5S0.00 which
will aa horn* by the leetory Plaaalag Di-riaio*.

Tata weald include

th* east of aattlag up a partitiaa aaaloslng two eaap say* (18 f t .
sy St f t . ) with th* assesaary eowlpecat.
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-1^/-«Mt!tiM$ lfl^''3!*&fci afca** |T$#iMi3|it ts#at$ai* for
- - the test row $n the, aorth east comer of gliding

whtea

ha*fcaenaittil- to ahow * eoa*aKpiat»& layout. . Thi* apaee in at •
presaa* assigned *^'-^i|^#oa; 606? fx>*

tra#^it sahoa*. far

typiat** hut *a there is-mo daaaad for new typiata aij/praaarct*
I I aeaaa to «a a^llat&e for aur ^£paajt« •
::

iaother paeaibie loeetion In tho iwrtheeat
Building

je3*$:

wou^d • rs^a* th*- expaua* What**** ^ H
:

42000*00.

ae I t via:*l?**dy. enclosed.
.

:

#

H aad

Thie eree we« de*?s^ed fo*

'IT, t

.

- --

. the Dwamfeeture oftyp*^mW'treaamittara.*.hat the dsaead for
thaaa transmitters ha* oa*» considerably rateed and aoae are
being aaaafaatarad at praaant. ' It i* **p**tea thai tha Bell
Telephon* Laboratori c will replaae ^ i i trunamitter with another
type whicb » y sat r a # l r a thie spatial space for aaaataaly. This
would laare this enclosur* of a© 'jjs*tta*Aa* walu* for ita original
put^aaa« Both of that* location* .are sufficiently alas* to dapartleeata « 4 f aad 65419 to radua* portarag* to a KJalama.
The qusatiaa of Isastlon ©an as dafiaitaly **ttt*d after
m approval haa ha»n obtained far tha saw test roan.
the lsastion in Building

In our opinion

la tha aaat daalraal* daa to the

raduaed aapaajis involwad*
M tha result of this study, it is helitTsd that this is
a suitaal* group far oar raa^iraaatats. Bowerar, son* oonaideretioa
is haiag giyan to graupa st Honan Irenu* and Kilaoums Aran** sat
i t l a aapaatad that taey will a* lass daalraala than tha one w
iWrt da* to tha ruaata—s af their laaatlaas.
"wot
i ainKT
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Changes in feat Boom Flarm.

and sojej ot the problems of establishing the sow experimental etudy
with connector bank wiremen from Bcpertment
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ccmference with too brought up several questions ^catering, for the
moot part, about the adrleablilty of creating different working
oooaltlona ia the teat room from those whleh pretail ia i m e regular
department, - I t warn your opinion that aa few ohaagea should be made
aa poaaible i f our results are to be at a l l applicable to normal
work el tantieme, jicong other thinge you pointed out:
That the work bcachea ehouXd be laid out
and that the operator a be moted around aa
they are there.
That tha group be eubjeet to the acme oomachedalee e f the departsamt.
That auperriaory praemure he exerted i f
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That the difficulties latt|tad im a*e«
etitutiag far am abeemt teat ream operator
make that practice impracticable.
since talking tmeee palate otrnr with yea* we hate f emulated
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ef wie*# we aeiiete we asm leer* mere by koeplag tmeee mam im a
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only differences will be that the group w i l l be segregated la a room
and- their production, will be accurately recorded* AM the research
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SUBJECT: W ENGINEERING STUDY OF HUMAN FATIGUEClass of Operation - Light Manual Work
#

Study WMOL-l

Operation - Wiring Selector and Connector Bank Equipment

IT**--

-4*V
">•

Department - 6347.

Building 27-3

Operators - Male.

Labor Grade, 5

Wage Payment Plan «- Group Piece Hate (175 in group)
Bogey Bate of Output - 914 connections per hour
Sate of Study

January 5th to 12th, 1931

Machine, Tools, Equipment and Piece Part Information
The work bench are 3*0" high, 20" wide, and have metal tops.
Upon these rest heavy cast iron fixture supports, three being
required for each fixture. The fixture consists of a wood
hoard about 1" x I 4 x 6*0" long, which is placed on the f i x 
ture supports, and extends lengthwise on the work "bench. Itslopes sidewise toward the operator and appears much like an
elongated reading desk. A row of 22 iron pins projects upward
from a base attached to the board, which will hold 11 banks
in a row and two or three rows high. They hold the work con
veniently before the operator at a height of 4'0"# Each op
erator uses two sets of fixture equipment, the second set
placed adjacent on the same bench, or at the bench immediately
in front. A bank spreader tool is used on some types of banks
to separate the "levels" of terminal points for greater con
venience in wiring. A 3mall pair of pliers is also used oc->
casionally to straighten bent terminals. A large spool hold
ing a pair of wires twisted together is held below the bench
on a horizontal spindle in a way which permits the wire to Un
wind when pulled by the operator. This wire has been pre
viously stripped of insulation at proper intervals to permit
connections with banks being made.
n

-

The banks have a convex curved face about !§•" high and 4"
long* from which project fanwise the 100 or 200 terminal ends
which are to have wires attached to them. The terminal ends
are about l/8" apart on the type of banks with £00 terminals
and about l/4" apart on those having 100 terminals. The hanks
are held in a row of 10 or 11 along the fixture by the f i x 
ture pins* A set-up of 10 banks long and 2 high usually con
stitutes a bank equipment, sometimes there are 11 in a row,
and occasionally 3 high.
Description of Task
The operator secures from a nearby storage area the neces
sary fixtures and sets of terminal cables and places them
in position ready for work. On each of the fixtures, he
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then places the 10 or 11 hanks, constituting a row. The
f i r s t step in the operation is to connect designated cable
wires to the terminals on the lower level of the first hank
of one set^i Starting at one end of the-equipment the operator
then attaches a pair'of wires - pulling the wire from a spool
below - to a designated pair of terminal points on. the f i r s t
bank and in sequence to corresponding terminal points on each
of the other 9 or 10 banks in the row. This is accomplished
by looping the hare wire ri.t the stripped places over the
terminal ends and pulling them tight. fhen he reaches and
wires the designated terminals on the last hank in the-row*
he breaks the wire and starts over again at the first bank.
This element of the task is repeated until the 10 or 11 sets
of terminals on the f i r s t or lowest level of the hanks are
wired* The operator then moves to his other work station and
connects the terminal wires to the first level of points on
the first bank, and wires the f i r s t level of terminals on
that equipment as above described. In the meantime, an in-*
spector and a solderman perform their respective functions
on the hank equipment at his other work station. The operator
thus alternates from one working position to the other* "When
10 levels of terminals are wired, completing the wiring of the
row of hanks, another row of banks is placed on top of the
f i r s t and the operation continues, in some instances, 3 rows
high of hanks constitute an equipment. Depending upon the
order requirements, there will be 3,000, 4,000, or 6,000
terminals to he wired per equipment.
.j,

A small amount of incidental work is involved in putting i n 
sulation sheets between levels of terminal points, in placing
hanks in position on the fixture, in using the hank spreader,
and securing wire, necessary porterage work in securing and
removing fixtures and hanks occurs once or twice a day and
takes five to ten minutes.
*.. '
* '

f

Details of Job
The work i s light, hut the workers are on their feet a l l day.
They shift their positions constantly, though slightly at a
time, as they work along the front of one hank equipment and
take three or four steps when moving from one work station
to another. Visual attention and nimble fingers are essential
for rapid work* Momentary breaks occur in the work as the op
erator finishes the wiring of one set of pairs in a given
level and needs to 3tart again at the f i r s t hank and as he
moves from one work station to another. Thege periods occur
at intervals of about 1, and 10 or IS minutes, respectively.
Also, the dding of incidental work mentioned introduces some
variety.
Working Conditions
Seating - Ho seating is provided for the wiremen.
Light - Excellent north light comes from the right. The over
head lighting system is of the old style prism unit
type. The light appears to be adequate.
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- 3 Air - Fumes from the portable soldering irons are quite
noticeable in the air. An average of 11 thermometer
readings provide the following averages: dry bulb,
7 O . 8 ; wet bulb, 5 4 < ° .
The relative humidity was
about 30 per cent. Window ventilation is supervised
by monitors, and the results are fairly satisfactory.
Boise - The principal source of noise is the conversation of
the operators. They are quite noisy at times.
0

Workers Selected for Study
These operators are classed as average men.
Personnel Secords of Operators
lame

Clock
No.

Age

Ill

23
21
20

118
95

Years and Mouths of Service
With Company
In Dept.
£ - 4
2 - 5
1 - 5

0 - 9
0 - 9
1 - 5

.

^Married worker
Bogey Records of Operators
For 5 Preceding
Weeks
Oper. #118 80 per cent
Oper, #111 83 »
»
Oper. # 95 84 "
"

During period
of study
86 per cent
82
71

•»
»

«

The average bogey rate for 35 wiremen was found to be
80 per cent. !Phe per cent of bonus pay oyer base rates
for December was 60.5 per cent.
Quality
The work i s inspected 100 per cent as performed by traveling
inspectors-.
Remarks
Complaint is made by some operators that the abrading effect
of the wire makes the fingers sensitive, also that the need
to be on their feet constantly is tiring. The workers ob
viously plan to do certain amounts of work per day, and this
is considerably less than the bogey requirement. The work
rate slackens after about 3 o'clock, although a pretense of
working may be kept up. Discipline i s not maintained among
the group and this has its effect in noise, confusion, and
lower work standards. Conversation and visiting among the
workers i s general. Among a considerable number much verbal
horse-play and bickering takes place.
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- 4 Analysis of Graph
Personal and Incidental, Time Graph
The time used for incidental work and for personal
needs is excessive.
Rate of Production Graph
This graph does not indicate a fatigue effect. The
lower output in the late afternoon periods is due
to the slowing up in the work rate as a consequence
of controlled production and other causes.
Upon the second accompanying chart are depicted the
rates of output of this group as individuals and also
the amounts and distribution of personal and inciden
tal time. As noted the three operators have differ
ent work habits, and work rates which fluctuate con
siderably; which again is indicative of the light
demands made upon them, and a lack of earnestness.
Fote
Three studies were made of this task at this time. This
study (WMOL-1) covered the efforts of three men who would
be- classified as about average. For Study fMOL-2, three
"good" men were chosen. Study YJMOL-3 covers the efforts
of one man from the second group and one other good man
in a special effort to secure a high output over a period
of one day. Some comparative data from these studies are
summarized on the attached sheet.
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Summary and Comparison of Pergonal aiid Incidental Time
, and other Data from studies \YMOh-l, 2, 5.

Operator

Average Amount of
Pergonal
Incidental
Time per Day Time per Say
in Minutes . in Minutes

Output of Next to
Last Period of Day
(A) and Last period Bogey Bating
(B) as Compared
in Per Cent
with Average for
For
For 5
During
Preceding Periods Preceding period
in per Cent
Weeks
of study
•
~
1

( B }

w

Study YMO-L-1
1 0 . 118

43
24
55
40

37
53
41
44

56
69
56
60

43
52
35
43

80
33
34
82

36
82
71
80

Ho* 9
For Group

52
11
24
29

30
28
30
29

67
93
75
78

16
58
41
38

84
87
95
89

82
86
89
86

wllOL-32,
Uo. 9
lo. 3
For Group

19
30
25

13
9
14

78
73
75

39
32
35

95
89
92

105
100
103

iro.

i

n

3S?o. 95
For Group

So. 57
io* 43

1
2

An adjustment
he comparable
In this study
time and thia

was made, so that the last period of one-half hour would
with the others.
work came to a complete stop 15 minutes before quitting
amount of time was counted as personal time.

Tha increase in amounts of personal and incidental time
used pj| the less conscientious workers (Study 1M0L-1) is very
marked.

The considerable falling-off in output during the last

two periods is indicative of controlled production.
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An Ingl nee ring Study of Human Fatigue
•IBING SELECTOR AND CONNECTOR

Study: KMOI^l

EQUIPMENT - DEPARTMENT 6547

Chart Showing IndiTidual Perfoitnaucei for 3 Operators - 46 Hpura Each.
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SUBJECT: AN ENGINEERING STUDY OF HUMAN FATIGUE
Class of Operation - Light Manual Work.

Study \7M0L-2

Operation - Wiring Selector and Connector Bank Equipment
Department - 6347. Building 27-3

\
I
{

Operators - Kale.

Labor Grade, 5

j

Wage Payment Plan - Group Piece Hate (175 in group)

j

Bogey Bate of Output - 914 connections per hour

1
Date of Study - January 12th to 15th, 1931

' j

Machine, Tools, Equipment and Piece Part Information
(Same as Study fMOL-1)

j
|
\-

•

!

Description of Task
(Same as Study MOL-1)
Details of Job

j

(Same as Study WMOL-l)

j;

i
Working Conditions
(Same as Study WMOL-1)
Workers Selected for Study
These operators were classed as "good" men.
Personnel Becords of Operators
Name

Clock
No.

'Age
Trs*

57
48
9

21
26
22

Tears and Months of service
With Company
In Dept.
1-11
1-2
2-5

0-10
1-2
0-10

•Married
The bogey rate of output for these operators for five pre
ceding weeks i s as follows: For operator No. 57, 84 per cent;
for operator No. 48, 87 per cent; and for operator No. 9,
95 per cent. During the period of the study the bogey rates
of output were 82, 86, and 89 per cent respectively.
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- 2 The average "bogey rrte for a group of 35 wiremen was found
to "be about 80 per cent. The per cent of "bonus pay over
base wage rates for December was 60.5 per cent.
*.„.

Quality
The work is inspected 100 per cent as performed by traveling
inspectors.
Remarks
Operator #9 on the fourth and last day of the study remarked
that his fingers were sore. This group worked much more con
sistently than, the group covered by Study WMOL^l. There was
less disturbance due to talking and visiting.
Analysis of Graph
Personal and Incidental Time Graph
The rise in this graph in the late afternoon is
mostly due to the greater amount of personal time
taken at these periods.
Bate of Production Graph
The downward trend of the graph in the late after
noon hours is believed to be due to controlled
production and not to fatigue. A very noticeable
slackening in effort was observed, although a pre-<tense of working was maintained.
Upon the second accompanying chart are depicted
the rates of output of this group as individuals
and also the amounts and distribution of personal
and incidental time. The uniformity of trend of
the several graphs is believed to be due to the
greater effort and earnestness of this group, as
compared to those observed i n Study WMOL-1.
Note
Three studies were made of this task at this time. This
study (TOOL-2) covers the work of three "good" men. Study
WMOL^l deals with average men. Study TOOL-3 deals with the
efforts of two good men to do an unusually good day's work.
Some comparative data from these three studies is summarized
on the attached sheet.
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Chart showing Average Performance for 93 Productive Hours- 3 Operators.
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Study:

An Engineering Study of Human Fatigue
(January,

WfOL-2

1931)

WIRING SELECTOR AND CONNECTOR BANK EQUIPMENT

DEPARTMBJT 6547

. Chart Showing Individual Performances for 3 Operators - 31 Hoars Each,
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SUBJECT* AN ENGINEERING STUDY OF HUMAN FATIGUE
Class of Operation - Light Manual Work

Study *WMOL-3

Operation - Vfiring Selector and Connector Bank Equipment
Department - 6347. Building 27-3
Operators - Male*

Lahor Grade, 5

Wage Payment Plan

f

Group Piece Hate (175 in group)

•

Bogey Bate of Output - 914 connections per hour

•

i

Date of Study - January 15th, 1931
Machine, Tools, Equipment and Piece Part Information
{Same as Study WMOL-1}
Description of Task
(Same as Study WMOL-1)
Details of Joh
(Same as Study WMOL-l)
I

Working Conditions

.1
(Same as Study VlfMOL—1)
Workers Selected for Study
These operators were classed as "good" men.
Personnel Records of Operators
Name

Clock
No.

Age
Yrs*

9
8

22
21

Years and Months of Service
With Company In Dept. On Joh
2- 5
1-10

1 - 5
1 - 10

1 -5
0- 8

•Married worker
The hogey rate of output for these operators for fire pre
ceding weeks is as follows: For operator No. 9, 95 per
cent; for operator No. 8, 89 per cent. During the period
of the study their "bogey rates of output were 105 per cent
and 100 per cent respectively. The average hogey rate for
the department was about 80 per cent.
Quality
The work i s inspected 100 per cent as performed "by traveling
inspectors.
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Remarks
The two operators studied had volunteered to work hard for
a day* They worked steadily and rapidly until ahout 2:45
P.M., hut-no attention was attracted to their efforts. I t
was considered desirahle that fellow workers not realize
they were making a special effort to produce- as much as pos
sible. Both remarked toward the close of the day that their
fingers were sore. However, operator Ho 9 had commented to
this same effect the day before, when the study was suggested*
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Analysis of Graphs

j
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Incidental and Personal Time Graph
The small amount of time really necessary for the
performance of incidental work and for personal
needs is indicated "by this graph
Rate of Production Graph
In considering this graph i t should he remembered
that i t represents output over 20 per Cent above
the average for the department, and 10 per cent
greater than usual for the two operators concerned.
The rate of production for the last two periods are
shown "by a dotted l i n e , "because i t is believed that
causes other than fatigue are responsihle at least
partially for the lowered rates, sore fingers was
one cause. Also the workers were becoming self-*
conscious ahout working steadily at a time when
others were not busy, and when likewise they were
accustomed to relax and take things easy.
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Compare this study with IM0L-1 and 2 of the same
task, hut with other groups.
Note
Three studies were made of this task at this time. Study
IMOL-2 covers the work of three "good* men. Study fMOL-1
deals with average men. Study VflCOL-3 deals with the efforts
of two good men to do an unusually good day's work. Some com
parative data from these three studies is summarized on th©
attached sheet.
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Study:

An Engineering Study of Human Fatigue

WMOL-3

(January, 1931)
•WIRING SELECTOR- AND CONNECTOR BANK EQUIPMENT

DEPARTMENT 6347

Chart Showing average Performance for 16 Productive Hours - 2 Operators.
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A SOTilARY OF INTRODUCTION QIYBi TO THB
T13T ROOM QPBRATOR3 - BY MR. WRIOHT
brought th* test room operators to the test room
and gave them four or five minutes time to look around at the equipmeat before he Introduced
began, hie tall: by earing that there wasn't wary
much for him to explain, but he thought thftt they might like to know
why the test room was being started. This he explained by calling
their attention to the women's test room which has now been in oper
ation four end a half years* Be said that the Company has learned a
great deal about working coalitions from thia group* but he added
that they need to know more. He mentioned that the girls' test room
has contributed the knowledge that rest periods are beneficial, and
that now between four or fire thousand workers in the plant enjoy
them* V He also said that the interviewing program had Its beginning
in the*tost group. He told 1aam that We hare now interviewed some
twenty thousand people, end that although we have learned a great
deal aaaaasVaaBBBBM
from them.that there is a need for 4 ••
more intensive study of a small group. ajBBBBaaBBajBat>Jthe ideal
arrangement would be to take over a department and observe every
thing that happens there, outmost departments Include at least
seventy-five workers, the job of making a careful study would be
difficult and so a small group has bean necessary.
He mentioned that we will try to make this room as near
like their departaent as possible, but there will be tha following
differences, firsts We will have en observer who will he with them
throughout tha day. His work will be to keep a record of their
production and to keep track of just what goaa on from day to day.
He stressed the point that the observer will not be their supervisor.
Second: They will be given a physical examination about twice a
year. It will be the seme examination that is now given Department
and Division Chiefs, namely, a thorough examination which would
probably consiat of a bloeii count, urinalysis^ and whatever else
seemed to be necessary. Be added that the doctor would give them
advice, but they would not treat them* If the doctor found some
thing that needed medical attention, they would be inferred so that
they could have i t taken care of. He said that he felt that they
would appreciate this examination, aa
sceaed to him to be quite
l

t

v

The third difference between the department and tha test
room is that they would be interviewed periodically.
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-8the interviews might be quite frequent at first, and tomVUr. Dickson,
whom 1fcey probably remembered would do the interYiewing.lnrollowittg
this he emphasised the fact that all of the records we obtained
through our observer* the hospital or the interviews would be
strictly confidential*^jjhese records will never become a part of the
personnel records nor warns* theyDe given to their supervisors*" They
never need be afraid that something they do or s cist thing they say
will be used in any way that miafct hurt them.
In concluding he gave the following reasons for selecting
6547. first;
has assured us of hia cooperation and he has
promised the cooperation of a l l the mem in the group. This attitude
was particularly emphasised. The other reason given was that the
work itself was ideal.
then asked them to voice any
questions which they might have and he then mentioned that ihaycould
ask him questions at any time.; He added that they might also
j
question the observer.^ gaintergLewer. ^ The operators mumbled
Xt'cL* cwy*?**
three criticisms/rTney were: Hjjrahadow thrown on their
iiatk4^mXUt^y^^^
», the office clock imams) In thejjenter of the
room*"aj» far from their work, and the test room mwsssj much farther
from the entrance gate than their regular department.
. ,
/

maintained a genial attitude throughout the talk
which we believe may have aided in dispelling some of the fears
which probably existjf.
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